Riverstone Holdings acquire Proserv, Winners at the Spirit of Enterprise Awards. See page eight.
Welcome

Welcome to the first Business Newsletter of 2015.

Great Yarmouth has achieved a great deal in recent years and we have so much more to look forward to this year.

Development of Beacon Park continues apace. A number of companies have moved on to the park, both on to the office campus and the industrial campus and new bespoke buildings are taking shape for completion this year thanks to the support of the Local Enterprise Partnership and Government Infrastructure Grants. Construction continues on the A12/A143 link road through Beacon Park. The link road will not be open fully until the end of 2015, although part of it will be completed by Spring, in accordance with the funding conditions.

Alongside our Enterprise Zone incentives, companies investing in Great Yarmouth can now also benefit from the re-instatement of Assisted Area Status which brings enhanced eligibility for financial assistance.

Councillor Trevor Wainwright
cllr.trevor.wainwright@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

Over the 50 years that have followed, Great Yarmouth and the wider region have been at the centre of operations in the Southern North Sea.

Bacton Gas Terminal was opened by the Duke of Edinburgh in 1968, initially operated by Amoco, Phillips, Shell and British Gas. Then in 1998, the Duke of Edinburgh returned to Bacton to open the £400 million Interconnector pipeline linking Norfolk with Zeebrugge in Belgium.

New companies acquired assets from the traditional operators and local engineering companies turned their expertise to the emerging offshore wind sector with Scroby Sands, off the coast of Great Yarmouth, one of the first UK commercial windfarms to be commissioned in 2004.

The long-awaited outer harbour in Great Yarmouth, now owned and operated by EastPort UK was completed in 2009 and OrbisEnergy, a dedicated offshore renewable energy centre was opened in 2008 and now supports over 60 energy companies.

Offshore Europe 2015 will be the culmination of a year of celebrating 50 years of operating in the Southern North Sea and looking forward to many more decades of activity.

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the energy industry in our Borough. We will celebrate the companies and people that have and continue to contribute to our success. As such, our exhibition stand, with Lowestoft and EEEGR at Offshore Europe in Aberdeen in September, will support 20 local companies. If your company would like to be on the 50th anniversary stand, do get in touch with our Economic Development Unit.

Supporting business at every stage of development, from pre-start to expansion, is always a priority for the Council and both the Economic Development Unit and enterpriseGY are always at hand to help ambitious businesses and individuals.

As ever, please do contact me with your thoughts on helping Great Yarmouth build on our successes.

Councillor Trevor Wainwright
cllr.trevor.wainwright@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

In 1965, Shell Expro set up in Lowestoft with just 12 staff. The jack-up rig, Mr Cap, spudded the first well in the UK sector before moving to Great Yarmouth, paving the way for the town to become a key offshore supply base.

Great Yarmouth is this year celebrating 50 years of supporting offshore operations in the Southern North Sea.

Great Yarmouth Borough Council wants to hear from current or former local energy workers, who have memories and photos to share from the early days of offshore gas exploration off Great Yarmouth, as well as from locally-based businesses which have operated in the supply chain since the beginning. Contact David Wiles via david.wiles@great-yarmouth.gov.uk or David Wiles, Events and Communications Office, Town Hall, Hall Plain, Great Yarmouth, NR30 2QF.
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Great Yarmouth business welcomes infrastructure improvements

Great Yarmouth is to benefit from a number of improvements to Norfolk’s infrastructure.

The recent upgrades to the newly reopened A11 have been greeted warmly, with Bernard Williamson, Great Yarmouth Borough Council’s cabinet member for transformation and regeneration, saying “It’s going to make a fantastic difference to anyone using that route.”

The Autumn Statement brought further good news, with a £300m plan to enhance the A47 and A12, including a reconstruction of the Vauxhall roundabout and improvements to the roundabout at Harfrey’s industrial estate. Mr Williamson added:

“We know the county has money set aside in its roads programme for the Vauxhall roundabout and the Harfrey’s roundabout improvements, along with the third crossing, it’s really opening up the South Denes peninsula.”

Mark Pendlington, chairman of the New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership, said of the A47 plans: “This is clearly a very positive and very welcome announcement and hopefully the start of a week of good news for Norfolk and Suffolk.

“We have been working hard with our MPs, local authority and business partners to make the case for investment in the A47 and the significant economic benefits this will deliver for our local economy and the UK as a whole.

“We are now keen to see the details of when these schemes will start and we will continue to work with local colleagues to ensure construction can begin as soon as possible. We will continue to press for further improvements to the road to ensure that our goal of a fully dualled A47 remains firmly on the agenda.”

100 jobs created as new Pub and Restaurant open

Marston’s Inns has opened the doors of its new establishment, The Grayling, The pub, which can seat over 200 people, was given planning permission in March last year, with work starting soon after. The Mayor of Great Yarmouth, Marlene Fairhead, was one of the first customers through the door of Great Yarmouth’s newest pub. The Grayling is part of Marston’s recent expansion programme, which will see the company open 27 new pubs across the country in this financial year.

And just after Christmas, a new Frankie and Benny’s restaurant opened, creating an additional 50 jobs. It can seat 188 diners. The first Frankie and Benny's in the UK opened in 1995 in Leicester. The chain now has over 200 restaurants across the country.

A new drive through coffee shop is also being built next to these great new destinations.
Apply for grants now to make sure your business doesn’t miss out!

Make sure your company is achieving its full potential by applying for the grants available. Some funding streams, such as Grants4Growth and the Small Grant Scheme are closing soon, so time is of the essence.

Grants4Growth is available to SMEs (businesses with fewer than 250 employees) in Norfolk and Suffolk and across the wider region. It is a capital grant available for companies to invest in equipment to drive growth or efficiency. The level of financial support this might provide for your business is shown in the example vouchers on this page.

A dedicated local advisor, Lindy Warmer, is available to help you with your application and claim process. It’s all free, confidential and impartial. Lindy can be contacted directly on 01362 656235 or at lindy@grants4growth.org.uk. Applications need to be made before the end of February.

New Anglia Small Grant Scheme

The New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership is calling for local SMEs wanting to grow and create new jobs to apply for grants through the £1.66m Small Grant Scheme, which is supported by the Government’s Regional Growth Fund. To date, the Small Grant Scheme has awarded grants worth over £1m to 64 businesses across Norfolk and Suffolk forecasting the creation of 214 jobs.

Grants of between £5,000 and £25,000 are available up to a maximum of 20% of the cost of their expansion project. Applicants must be able to clearly demonstrate that they are able to provide the required match funding from other sources of private sector investment, in the form of the companies own resources, commercial loans or other types of investment.

For more details, visit www.newanglia.co.uk or contact Nataliya Klymko on 01603 510073 or at nataliya.klymko@newanglia.co.uk. This scheme closes on March 31st 2015.

Make an Exhibition of Yourself

The GYMI PiPP scheme provides grants to Great Yarmouth based SMEs to assist them in finding new markets and entering the world of exhibition marketing. The grant covers up to 50% of the cost of the exhibition space for first-time exhibitor at an exhibition and up to 20% support for those who have previously exhibited.

The GYMI PiPP grant scheme is funded by the Working Neighbourhoods Fund. Grant aid only applies to those SME companies located in the Great Yarmouth Borough Council administrative area.

If you would like more details on GYMI PiPP or would like to find out about other funding options, contact the Borough Council’s Economic Development 01493 846431; or econdev@great-yarmouth.gov.uk). Alternatively, you can talk to the local Business Growth Adviser, Glen Moore, at the New Anglia Growth Hub (t: 07467 148477; e: glen.moore@newanglia.co.uk).

Amec and Foster Wheeler Combine

Global engineering firm Amec, which has a base in Great Yarmouth on Edison Way, has merged with Foster Wheeler, an American company. Both firms have a sizeable presence in the UK’s oil and gas sector.

The new firm will be known as Amec Foster Wheeler and will have annual revenues of £5.5bn with future order book valued at £6.3bn. The news comes after Amec revealed that it had agreed a £2bn deal to buy the US firm in early 2014.

Samir Brikho, chief executive of the firm said “In creating our new company we are building on the proud heritage, skills and customer relationships of two already successful and highly respected businesses. Amec Foster Wheeler operates in more than 50 countries worldwide, in strong end markets and throughout the value chain. With our strong management team and talented workforce, we will not only serve our customers better, but can also offer our highly skilled employees even better career opportunities. I am proud to be leading the combined business into a new phase of growth.”

Amec Foster Wheeler will operate across the oil and gas industry, from production to the refining, processing and distribution of derivative products. It will also have involvement in areas such mining, clean energy, power generation and the infrastructure markets.
Great Yarmouth shares in multi million pound New Anglia LEP Growth Deal

Ambitious growth plans that will place East Anglia at the heart of the global economy are a step closer. Government has announced millions of pounds of investment which will deliver up to 14,000 new jobs, new roads, homes, greater business support and a guarantee that 95% of the local population will have Superfast Broadband by the end of 2017.

New Anglia Local Enterprise partnership (NALEP) submitted a bold Strategic Economic Plan to Government in March 2014. The outcome of negotiations is that significant funding has been secured for a number of priority projects to unlock growth across the region, which will transform the local economy and create a centre of business excellence. The deal will see a total of over £300 million investment in the area to 2021, with some earmarked for Great Yarmouth. This is made up of £60 million of new Government funding and over £20 million provisional allocation for future projects.

George Nobbs, Leader of Norfolk County Council and member on the New Anglia LEP board, said: "Any additional support for Norfolk and Suffolk has to be grabbed with both hands - especially those investments which involve Norfolk County Council, which include King’s Lynn College of West Anglia, Easton & Otley College and Better Broadband.

“There is lots of good news here but for me the highlight is the funding for Great Yarmouth. If ever there was a community where investment was needed and where it would produce tangible results, that place is Great Yarmouth.”

The projects prioritised include Norfolk & Suffolk Better Broadband, New Anglia Growth Hub, Growing Places Fund and transport plans to maintain road network and ease congestion in Great Yarmouth. Norfolk & Suffolk Better Broadband will see £10m given to extend Superfast Broadband into rural areas with the aim of 95% of homes being covered by 2017. The new Growth Hub was given £350,000 to extend the newly launched business support service until 2016 and the Growing Places Fund £10m to extend the existing fund to kick-start investment in homes and business capital infrastructure.

Beacon Park Futures

Great Yarmouth College has opened new facilities at Minerva House on Beacon Park, dedicated to providing tailored training for local businesses.

A broad range of fully-funded training is available for employers across many employment sectors and settings. The college can also provide a free, no obligation organisational needs analysis which can identify the training your business requires to help you meet your strategic business objectives. The college’s team can then design a responsive tailored bespoke training suited to a business’s individual needs or deliver recognised qualifications, short and long courses, in the workplace or at Great Yarmouth College.

Great Yarmouth College has been awarded European Social Funding to support SMEs in up skilling their workforce.

For further information or to book an appointment, please contact Alison Ward on 01493 657722 or at a.ward@gyc.ac.uk

www.great-yarmouth.gov.uk/business
Awards presented to winners of the Spirit of Enterprise Awards 2014

The winners of the biggest and most prestigious annual celebration of business excellence in the Great Yarmouth borough were announced at an awards presentation ceremony, at the Town Hall, on Friday, November 21.

The Spirit of Enterprise Awards, now in its seventh year, is organised by enterpriseGY, Great Yarmouth Borough Council’s business support service, and aims to recognise and raise the profile of top performing firms across the borough.

Held for the first time at the elegant Town Hall, the glittering ceremony saw offshore energy services business, Proserv, crowned as the overall 2014 Business of the Year in front of some 200 guests.

Energy sector professional, Mark Goodall, who has driven investment in the local economy for many years, was chosen by an independent panel to win the all-new Great Personal Contribution to the Great Yarmouth Economy Award 2014.

Special crystal trophies were presented to the winners of the award categories at the black-tie dinner, co-hosted by Alan Carr, the borough council’s group manager for tourism and communications, and Clare Weller, a former presenter of ITV’s Anglia Tonight.

Sponsorships and Applications for 2015

With the 2014 awards so successful, enterpriseGY is already seeking expressions of interest from local firms interested in stepping in the spotlight in 2015 by putting themselves forward in one of the categories or sponsoring one of the awards. Businesses and potential sponsors seeking more information can visit www.soea.co.uk or call Sally Pearson, the enterpriseGY programme development officer, on 01493 846632.

Proserv is the Spirit of Enterprise Business of the Year 2014

Proserv, based at Gapton Hall Industrial Estate, was chosen from among the category winners by main award sponsor, BDO LLP. The sponsor said Proserv not only demonstrated fantastic credentials by winning the manufacturing and engineering category, but also strove to generate local employment and training opportunities.

David Lamont, Proserv CEO, said: “We are very pleased to receive the two awards from Great Yarmouth Borough Council, a great testament to the talent, expertise and hard work of the entire Proserv global team, and especially the team based in Great Yarmouth which is a leading centre for the development, design and manufacture of some our key industry leading high technology products and services.

“We have much to look forward to as a team and through continued investment in our people, facilities and technologies, 2015 looks set to be an even greater year for Proserv.”
John Willmott, of Proserv, the 2014 Business of the Year, with James Shipp, of BDO LLP, the main award sponsor

Cllr Trevor Wainwright with Mark Goodall, winner of the Great Personal Contribution to the Great Yarmouth Economy Award 2014

WT Skips, winner of the Great Marketing Initiative award sponsored by STR

Seacon (Europe) Ltd, winner of the Great International Growth award sponsored by Gardline

CLS Offshore, winner of the Great Investment in Young People award sponsored by Great Yarmouth College

Proserv, winner of the Great Manufacturing / Engineering award sponsored by Pasta Foods

Cribs & Bibs, winner of the Great New Business award sponsored by Paul Robinson

CLS Offshore, winner of the Great Business Growth award sponsored by Birketts

Activating CIC, winner of the Great Community Contribution award sponsored by 3Sun

Kilbrannan Guest House, winner of the Great Customer Service award sponsored by GYB Services

Seabed Scour Control Systems (SSCS), winner of the Great Business Idea award sponsored by Itron
Red7Marine invests in ROV fleet

Fast-growing offshore company Red7Marine Offshore has expanded its subsea services to North Sea clients by investing in a fleet of remotely operated vehicles (ROVs). This follows the recent acquisition of a new saturation diving vessel, Red7 Alliance, launching its activity in saturation diving, which will lead to new on and offshore jobs in Great Yarmouth.

The investment – part of a £25 million investment in equipment this year – secures more skilled jobs at its Great Yarmouth base.

The ROVs are already engaged on subsea services for clients in offshore drilling, inshore renewables, cable laying and inland water industries.

Their purchase is the first step in a wider ROV services plan for the company, including a future purchase of larger ROV systems.

Chief executive Martin Myhill Sisley said: “This investment represents an exciting first step for us in an area of the business that we have already been working and one that we intend to grow with the likely addition of larger ROV systems in the near future.

“An in-house ROV capability along with Red7’s diving experience strengthens the company’s already significant subsea expertise. This in turn enables us to provide our customers with best-fit solutions, be it from either our own fleet of vehicles or with a managed subcontractor offering larger work class ROV services.”

Riverstone Holdings acquire Proserv

Major US private equity investor Riverstone Holdings has acquired Proserv in a move that sees it buy 100% of the business from Intervale Capital, Weatherford International and a number of minority shareholders.

Proserv, a global energy firm that employs 300 staff in Great Yarmouth and occupies four sites on the Gapton Hall Estate.

The CEO of Proserv, David Lamont, said: “This is the start of an exciting new chapter in Proserv’s successful journey. The leadership team on behalf of the global Proserv workforce firmly believes Riverstone is the ideal partner; not only because of their sector focus and expertise, but as importantly because of their shared values and vision for the business.

“Riverstone has an impressive track record of backing oil and gas focused companies with their high-profile portfolio including independent operators and energy service companies.”

Proserv has a large global presence employing over 2,200 people in 29 sites, based in 11 countries. It also has 40 years’ experience in the field and had a turnover of £263m over the past three years.

In early 2014, Proserv secured contracts in the Gulf of Mexico and Brazil, with Proserv agreeing to provide nine subsea control systems for several projects in Brazil up to 2,500m water depth. Oversight of the project is being provided from Proserv’s Yarmouth facilities, as is the construction of the subsea control system.

Matched Funding for training available now

Engineering companies with fewer than 250 employees will be able to apply for a share of the first £2.5 million of a £10 million match funding pot to develop innovative company-specific training. The funding is simple to apply for and successful bidders can receive their funding offer within less than 5 weeks of applying.

Applications will remain open until 27th February, or until all funds are allocated.

The funding forms a part of the government’s work to put employers in the driving seat when it comes to skills and support British engineering to grow and compete.

Skills Minister Nick Boles said: “A company’s greatest asset is its people and making sure they have the right skills is vital in supporting the long-term economic plan. This funding gives employers the power to unlock the full potential of their workforce by designing and developing training catered to their specific needs. I encourage all small and medium sized engineering firms to consider how they could use this funding to take their business to the next level.”

To apply, visit: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/employer-ownership-improving-engineering-careers-smaller-companies
Global travel company Hogg Robinson Group invests in Great Yarmouth

Hogg Robinson Group (HRG) made a substantial investment in new premises on Great Yarmouth’s Beacon Park, from where it will provide its full range of corporate travel services including its HRG Logistics division, which is dedicated to serving companies operating in the marine, offshore and energy and workforce travel sectors. The new offices opened in September, creating 30 jobs.

As well as being a new employer in the region, HRG also intends to be a strong community player and is keen to explore opportunities to link with local colleges and businesses for the benefit of the area.

Ian Windsor, HRG’s Managing Director Europe North, is very positive about the prospects for HRG in East Anglia: “I’m delighted to be developing our business here and already my team and I are getting to know the area and meeting some great people who I hope will join HRG and work with us in developing our new centre as an important part of the HRG network. This is a great part of the world and we are very excited about coming here.

Ian continued: “We have a long established history of ensuring that whenever we invest in a new location we become one of the best employers in the region, offering good career prospects, and that we show our commitment to the area by immersing ourselves in the local community. Within HRG people are very important. We have great technology, but even the best technology needs great people to help give a service which exceeds our customers’ highest expectations.”

Cllr Trevor Wainwright, the leader of Great Yarmouth Borough Council, said: “It is really good news for the Great Yarmouth borough and the region that international companies such as HRG are choosing to invest here and create new jobs at Beacon Park.

“This move represents a huge vote of confidence in and boost to the strength of the local economy, and bolsters the borough’s status as a UK capital for the energy industry.

“The borough council is continuing to develop Beacon Park – thanks to continued investment from the public and private sectors – and HRG will fit in well at Minerva House.”

John Morse, President of Great Yarmouth Chamber Council said: “We are absolutely delighted that such a prestigious and conscientious company has chosen to put some roots down in East Anglia. They can only be a positive contribution to our great county.”

The Global CEO of HRG, David Radcliffe, added: “I am personally delighted with our investment. Having spent a large part of my life living in close to Great Yarmouth, I have a special fondness for the area, and I look forward to re visiting very soon.”

Beacon Park goes from strength to strength

The council has already delivered over 100,000 square feet of development on Beacon Park. In the pipeline is a further 150,000 of square feet which will bring the total investment to over £30 million. As such, the council has taken the bold step of developing two large industrial units speculatively, and with considerable interest in both, these will be completed by Christmas.

Beacon Park is supporting local companies to fulfil their growth potential and expand into more suitable premises – as well as attracting new investors from further afield. The financial incentive of a 5-year business rate discount available for companies moving onto the Enterprise Zone has now been extended to March 2018.

Construction of the A12-A143 link road through Beacon Park is also continuing apace. Great Yarmouth Borough Council was instrumental in securing 4.7 million pounds of Government funds towards this 6.7 million pound project, which will unlock land for new homes, jobs and facilities. The road will be complete by the end of 2015.

www.great-yarmouth.gov.uk/business
Great Yarmouth College launches new Business Partnership

Great Yarmouth College (GYC) has launched its Business Partnership initiative and consults with local enterprise on the development of its curriculum. Over 60 local business people attended GYC on 4th December for the launch of a brand new Business Partnership initiative.

The college is firming up its links with local industry and employers and pro-actively seeking their input into the future curriculum in order to ensure that its students are equipped with the skills required by our local employers and “future proof” for sector developments.

As well as enjoying a festive dinner provided by the college’s training restaurant “Ambitions”, visitors were invited to take part in short workshops to research future industry needs and current skills gaps and furthermore how the college can better serve the development of existing employees through continuous professional development.

The college is offering a whole host of new courses in the New Year and is developing a programme of twilight sessions for local businesses to use to update and up-skill their workforce.

Members of the new Business Partnership (membership is free) will have preferential access to events and a 20% on professional development courses. Employees of these partners will also benefit from discounts in Ambitions Restaurant – a high quality training restaurant offering excellent value for money for lunch or dinner (subject to timetable and availability).

Feedback from the evening, which was hosted by Stuart Rimmer (Principal) and Tony Wright (GYC Governor and Business Development Advisor at Gardline), was extremely positive. Linda Dyble from The Kensington said: “GYC has had a very positive impact on our business. It has ensured that our employees have the relevant industry and personal skills to succeed. Working in partnership with the College has benefitted all employees not just the students that are doing these apprenticeships”.

The Norfolk Chamber has also greeted the initiative, with Nova Fairbank saying: “GYC supports the Chamber locally in Yarmouth providing a good all round insight into education in great Yarmouth”. Thomas Ayers of Pure Architecture said: “It’s making us think about engaging younger people. Good grounded, well rounded and employable people”.

Great Yarmouth Borough Council has also greeted the new Business Partnership, with Jane Beck saying: “Operation of the traineeship scheme recently has seen the opportunity for GYBC to become more involved with offering experience to students and developing future options”.

Julia Howard, Director of Strategic Development for GYC, summed up the event “This has been a successful, initial, opportunity for college managers and business partners to share ideas on how the college can best support the training needs of local enterprise. We are looking forward to developing our relationships with these key employers and ensuring that our students are equipped to meet their needs and those of the developing sector”.

Membership to the Partnership is free and offers a host of benefits, for further information and to apply visit [www.gyc.ac.uk](http://www.gyc.ac.uk) or call 01493 419283.
Dudgeon Offshore Wind briefs UK wind energy Tier 2 supply chain

In December the business opportunities arising from the forthcoming construction of the Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm were presented by Statoil, as manager of the wind farm, and its main contractors to the UK offshore wind industry supply chain.

This Dudgeon Tier 2 Supplier Day, which was hosted by Dudgeon Offshore Wind Limited, and supported by Grow:Offshore Wind, Great Yarmouth Borough Council, East of England Energy Group (EEEGR) and the East of England Energy Zone (EEEZ), was held in the Assembly Room in Great Yarmouth Town Hall.

It was attended by 125 representatives from businesses and related organisations. They heard presentations by each of the seven main contractors, and the Dudgeon O&M team, explaining the categories of products and services they would each require, the likely timing of their requirements and the way in which UK businesses can register or make contact with each of them as potential Tier 2 suppliers.

Bjørn Ivar Bergemo, Asset Manager of the Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm, was very pleased with the event saying: “We were delighted with the support for our Tier 2 Supplier Day from the regional and national offshore wind energy supply chain. The feedback from both delegates and the main contractors suggested that the presentations hit just the right note, and the representatives of all the main contractors were in great demand at the one-to-one sessions after the presentations.”

Cllr Trevor Wainwright, the leader of Great Yarmouth Borough Council, said: “The Borough Council was delighted to host this event at the Town Hall, especially as we are gearing up to celebrate 50 years of supporting offshore operations in the Southern North Sea next year.

“The fact that Great Yarmouth has been chosen as the harbour location for the operation and maintenance of the Dudgeon Offshore Wind Farm represents a huge vote of confidence in the local economy, the skills of the workforce, and the port and other infrastructure.”
The Economic Development team

**Peter Wright**
Economic Development Officer  
**Direct line:** 01493 846522  
**Email:** pgw@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

I play a major role in bidding for Government and European funding for projects for the benefit of the Great Yarmouth economy and also in enterprise support and the promotion of the Borough for inward investment.

**Stephanie Pimlott**
Business Liaison & Development Officer  
**Direct line:** 01493 846108  
**Email:** ss@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

I can help existing businesses understand grants, incentives and support available to them and assist companies looking to relocate to Great Yarmouth.

**Toby Matthews**
Research & Information Officer  
**Direct line:** 01493 846431  
**Email:** toby.matthews@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

Contact me for progress on our Economic Strategy, details of available commercial land and premises in Great Yarmouth, articles in this newsletter or statistics relating to Great Yarmouth.

**Kirsty Weavers**
Administrative Assistant  
**Direct line:** 01493 846477  
**Email:** kiw@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

Contact me for additional copies of our publications like our Industry Handbook and Business Travel Guide or to make amendments to your company entry in our handbook.

**Eunice Edwards**
Enterprise Zone Co-ordinator  
**Direct line:** 01493 846197  
**Email:** eunice.edwards@newangle.co.uk

If you are looking to locate or expand in Great Yarmouth, I can help you identify opportunities in our Enterprise Zone which offers the benefits of business rate relief and superfast broadband.

**Sally Pearson**
enterpriseGY Programme Development Officer  
**Direct line:** 01493 846632  
**Email:** sally.pearson@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

If you would like to be involved in enterpriseGY activities including our Spirit of Enterprise Awards please contact me. Additionally I can provide information on start up premises.

**Karen Harvey**
enterpriseGY Programme Development Officer  
**Direct line:** 01493 846627  
**Email:** kah@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

If you would like to know how enterpriseGY can help your local community in Great Yarmouth please give me a call.

**Stephen Barron**
Business Advisor  
**Tel:** 0800 458 0146  
**Email:** stephen.barron@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

Looking to set up a new business or need advice with your existing business in Great Yarmouth? Please contact me for assistance.

**Guy Gibson**
Business Advisor  
**Tel:** 0800 458 0146  
**Email:** guy.gibson@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

Looking to set up a new business or need advice with your existing business in Great Yarmouth? Please contact me for assistance.

**Office Accommodation Available to Let**

- **Catalyst Business Acceleration Centre**
  - Ideal start up/project office
  - Town centre location
  - Offices ranging from 15 sq m to 225 sq m
  - Dedicated meeting and lunch areas

No deposit required. Easy-in easy-out licence terms - subject to a minimum lease of three months. Rent inclusive of reception services, CCTV security, utilities and IT.

Call on 01493 335696.  
*subject to requirements; excluding printing, fax and telephone charges.

**Angela Bacon**
Business Support Coordinator  
**Tel:** 01493 336410  
**Email:** baco@great-yarmouth.gov.uk

I support the Business Advisors and administer the delivery of advice and training for our enterpriseGY clients.